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1 Block him right good, Alfie!

Making and sharing videos
Look at Alfie’s profile.
What steps has he taken to stay safe when he posts videos online?
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Write your answers in each box.

Friends Only

Alfies profile picture: Alfies username:

Clothes Alfie wears:Privacy settings:



Privacy settings
Privacy settings help you stay in control of who you share things with 
online.
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1 Find 'settings' 2 Find 'privacy'

3 Click on who you want to share with

Here are three steps you can take to change your privacy settings so 
that you only share things with people you know and trust.



Alfie and the Gamer
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Look at the messages the Gamer sent to Alfie. 
In the box next to each message, write how the gamer tries to get Alfie 
to play with him.



2 Who's Magnus?

Alfie shares a video of his cat looking grumpy.

Megan shares a photo and tags location.
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What is OK to share?

OK to share It depends... Not OK to share

Read each example and decide if it’s:
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Megan secretly films her big brother singing in his bedroom and shares it 
with all her friends.

Sam shares a photo of his brother who had just got out the bath.

Ellie shares a silly selfie only with Sam. Sam sends it to other friends in 
his class.



Alfie takes a photo of Sam and Ellie playing music in his room, and tags 
them both.

Ellie shares a picture of her new guitar.

Sam shares a video of himself pretending to be his pet dog.
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Ellie's Support Circle

Mum

•Will always make 
time for Ellie, even if 

she is really busy.
•Gives great advice.

Alfie

•Been best friends 
with Ellie since they 

started school.
•Cheers Ellie up 
when she is sad.

Auntie Emma

•Always helps Ellie to 
understand things 

more clearly.
•Is a good problem 

solver.
Grandpa

•Always knows what 
to say to make Ellie 

feel better.
•Often picks Ellie up 

from school and 
always asks how her 

day was.

 Mr Hall
Teaching Assistant

•Very friendly and 
easy to talk to.
•Never judges 

anyone.

Miss Hunter
Teacher

•Will always help to 
sort out a problem 
whether it’s big or 

small.
•Sees her every 

school day.
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These are the people who are there to help Ellie when she needs it.



3 They have fans, but we have friends!

Who's Magnus?
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In each thought bubble, write one thing which made Alfie feel 
suspicious of Magnus.



Spot the Tactics
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Write the tactic used by the Gamer or Magnus next to each of these 
messages.

Magnus

Hey Ellie. I can get your
band some time in a
recording studio!!!

OMG! thank U so much!
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Can you help Grandpa George?

Sam’s Grandpa George has just got a brand new laptop. He hopes that 
having it will help him solve the following problems:

• He doesn’t live near a supermarket.
• He misses his son Alex who lives in Australia.
• Sometimes he feels a bit lonely.

What ideas can you give Grandpa George about how going online 
could help him?

My Ideas




